
Terry.  
 
Don’t   you    dare    blame   me   for   this   one,   Terry.  
 
What’s  that?  I’m  sorry,  what  did  you  just  say?  “The  voices            
in  my  head  told  me  to  do  it?”  That’s  what’s  going  on  here?              
You’re  claiming  you  carved  up  a  couple  of  hookers  in  a            
hotel  room  while  high  on  cocaine  because  the  fucking          
voices   in   your   head   told   you   to   do   it?  
 
You  know  something,  Terry?  Fuck  you.  Fuck  you  and  the           
horse  you  came  in  on.  No,  no,  no,  this  conversation  is            
over .  Let’s  concentrate  on  getting  the  hell  out  of  here  -            
what’s  that?  No,  we’re  just  gonna  rush  past  the  cleaning           
lady,  Terry.  Yes,  she’s  gonna  scream,  Terry.  That’s  why          
we’re  taking  the  stairs  instead  of  the  elevator.  We  can           
bust  out  of  the  hotel  faster  that  way.  We’ll  use  the  roof             
access  three  floors  down,  then  cross  to  the  alleyway,  and           
shimmy   down   the   drainpipe.  
 
Look,  Terry,  we’ve  already  worked  out  that  you  don’t  make           
good  decisions  on  your  own,  okay?  So  stop  looking  at  the            
fucking  cleaning  lady  and  get  down  the  fucking  stairs.          
Don’t make me  make  you  get  down  those  stairs.  Fuck,           
Terry,   you   don’t   even   have   a   weapon.  



 
No,  Terry,  a  plastic  bag  over  her  head  would  take  too  long             
-  oh,  hey!  There’s  the  fucking  elevator  buzzer  going  off.           
Maybe   we   should,   you   know,    take   the   stairs ,   Terry?  
 
About  time.  And,  yeah,  I  can  hear  her  screaming.  That           
was  always  gonna  happen,  Terry.  Now  just  push  open  the           
door  here  -  fuck  the  alarm,  Terry.  It’s  baked  into  the  cake             
by  now  -  and  away  we  go.  Over  to  the  alleyway,  nice  and              
fast.  Not  too  fast,  Terry.  We  don’t  want  to  go  tripping  over             
anything   on   the   roof.    It’s    filthy    up   here.  
 
I  don’t  care  if  the  drainpipe  looks  nasty,  Terry.  Or  that  you             
think  you  can’t  get  down  by  yourself.  It’s taken  care  of ,            
Terry.    I   got   this.   
 
Do it,  Terry.  Don’t  make  me  make  you.  Don’t  make  me…            
you   know   what?    Fine.  
 
:painful   grunt:  
 
Yeah,  well,  Terry,  I  don’t  like doing it.  Because  right  now            
it’s  my  nose  that’s  bleeding,  too,  Terry.  I’m  not  big  on            
feeling   pain   while   I’m   up   here,   Terry.  
 



What  did  I  tell  you?  DON’T  YOU  FUCKING  BLAME  ME           
FOR  THIS,  TERRY.  Did  I  tell  you  to  kill  the  hooker?  No,  I              
did  not.  I  said  “ Fuck  the  hookers,”  yes.  And  then  you  did,             
and  that  was  great.  It  was  awesome.  And  then  I  said            
“Snort  some  cocaine,”  and  then  you  did  that,  and that was            
great,  too.  So  then  I  said  “Hey!  Go  fuck  that  hooker  while             
you’re  snorting  cocaine  off  of  another  one!”  Again:  stellar          
idea  on  my  part.  And  that  was  going  to  be  my  contribution             
to  the  weekend, Terry .  Cocaine.  Hookers.  That  was  the          
plan,  and  funny  thing:  while  we  stuck  to  my  plan,           
everything   was   going   just   fine,   right,   Terry?  
 
Now,  your  plan.  Your  plan  was…  what?  Carve  them  up           
good  while  I  wasn’t  paying  enough  attention  to  stop  you?           
Because  that  wasn’t  my  plan  at  all,  Terry.  At  no  point  did  I              
say  “By  the  way,  it’d  be  really  great  if,  while  I  was  riding              
along  in  your  body,  you  sacrificed  a  couple  of  hookers  to            
Satan,  our  lord  and  master!”  To  start  off  with,  he’s  not            
your lord  and  master!  He  doesn’t  even  know  you  exist!           
He  doesn’t  want  to  know!  That’s  the  whole  fucking  point           
of   the   Fall!  
 
What? Fuck the  eternal  battle  between  good  and  evil!  I           
just  came  up  here  for  hookers  and  cocaine,  Terry!          
Hookers!    And!    Cocaine!   
 



Forget  it.  It  doesn’t  matter.  We’re  just  gonna  have  to  get            
us  somewhere  safe  for  a  while,  somewhere  we  can  lie  low.            
Get   under   the   radar.  
 
I  said,  “Get  under  the  radar,”  Terry.  That  means  attracting           
no  attention.  Staring  at  cops  can  attract  attention.  So          
stop  staring  at  the  cop,  Terry.  Act  natural  -  what?  You’re            
the  fucking  human,  Terry.  You’re  asking me ,  the  monster  in           
your  head,  how  to  act  natural?  How  about  you  stop  staring            
at  the  cop,  to  start  with?  And,  hey,  that  look  on  your  face?              
Lose   it.  
 
Stop  muttering,  Terry.  I  don’t  need  to  hear  you  to  hear  you             
-  it’s  a  FIGURE  OF  SPEECH,  Terry.  It  means  I  can  read             
your  mind,  because  I’m  inside  it,  all  right?  And  not  literally.            
Just…   just   stay   cool,   and   we’re   fine.  
 
Okay.  Okay,  Terry.  I  need  you  to  pay  attention,  Terry.           
Yes,  the  cop  has  noticed  us,  Terry,  but  it’s  still  cool.  They             
don’t  have  your  description  yet,  so  the  cop  is  just  listening            
to  his  instincts.  So  all  we  need  to  do  here  is  give  him              
some  other  reason  to  give  us  the  stink-eye.  Like,  maybe           
you’re  a  junkie  -  yes, Terry ,  I  get  that  you’re  not  a  junkie  -               
or  you  just  banged  a  hooke…  OK,  not  that  one. Forget            
that  one,  Terry.  The  point  is,  the  cop  doesn’t  have,  what  is             
it?,  “probable  cause”  to  bring  you  in.  So  just  answer  the            



fucking  questions  like  you’re  a  strung-out  junkie  and  don’t          
run.  
 
Annnnnd  now  we’re  running.  Brilliant,  Terry.  That  was         
abso-fucking-brilliant  of  you.  Shit,  just  go  where  I  tell  you           
to   go.  
 
Because  I’m  in  this  fucking  body  too  right  now,  that’s  why!            
I’m  gonna  feel  it  when  you  get  shot!  Yes,  he  might  fucking             
shoot  you,  Terry!  This  is  why  we  don’t  fuck  around  with            
cops!  The  cops  don't  give  a  fuck  if  you  stay  in  your  hotel              
room,  get  room  service,  and  just  snort  blow  off  of  hookers'            
asses  all  weekend!  And  if  they  chase  you,  they  don't  run            
very  hard!  They  chase  you  REAL  HARD  when  you  kill  the            
hookers,  Terry!  They  all  wanna  be  the  guy  who  nabbed  the            
Crazy   Cocaine   Hooker   Killer!  
 
Okay,  fine,  this  one  is  being  a  pain  in  the  ass  about             
chasing  us.  Whatever,  we  can  lose  him,  Terry.  No,  really.           
I’m  a  fucking  demon,  Terry.  I’m  a  fucking  demon  in  your            
head and  I  can  help  you  do  stuff;  like,  I  dunno,  jumping             
over  that  chain  fence,  Terry?  Yeah,  that  one,  right  there.           
We  jump,  and  then  we  make  a  hard  right,  and  there’s  an             
access  ladder  down  to  the  sewers,  and  then  we  can  finally            
relax   a   second   and   figure   out   how   to   unfuck   this   situation.  
 



But   that   means   you   gotta   jump   over   the   fence,   Terry.  
 
You   can   go   any   time,   Terry.  
 
Do  not  tell  me  that  you’re  waiting  for  the  cop  to  catch  up,              
Terry.  Do  not  tell  me  that  -  what  the  fuck  is wrong with              
you,  Terry!  This  is  like  fighting  a  wasp’s  nest!  These           
fuckers   swarm   like   nobody’s   business!   
 
Fine,  fine, fine .  Let’s  just  do  this  quick.  Dodge,  dodge,           
feint,  smack!  There.  He’s  on  the  ground.  You  smacked          
him  around  real  good,  Terry.  You’re  the  man,  Terry.  You           
fucked  up  his  shit  long  enough  for  us  to  get  away.  Great             
job.    So   let’s    go .  
 
What?  What  the  hell  do  we  need  the  cop’s  gun  for,  Terry?             
We  don’t.  The  plan  is  to  hit  the  sewers.  Leave  the  gun,             
Terry.  
 
No,  Terry.  Stop,  Terry.  Put  the  gun  down,  Terry.  Do  not            
shoot  the  cop,  Terry.  The  voices  in  your  head  are  telling            
you  to  think  for  a  second  and  to not shoot  the  fucking  cop              
with  his  own  gun.  Listen  to  the  voices  in  your  head,  Terry.             
START  listening  to  the  voices  in  your  head,  Terry  ...  aww,            
fuck   it.  
 



Yeah,  I’ve  taken  control  of  your  body,  Terry.  Which  I  didn’t            
want to  do,  because  doing  it  hurt  like  a  son  of  a  bitch,  but  I                
guess  we’re  now  out  of  options,  huh?  Although,  come  to           
think  of  it: you’re now  out  of  options.  I  still  have  one  lying              
there,  groaning  on  the  ground.  But  Satan  damn  it,  I  hate            
getting   shot.    Even   if   it’s   me   doing   the   shooting.   
 
Sorry,  Terry,  but  you  don’t  get  a  vote  on  this.  But  do  me  a               
favor,  Terry?  When  I  get  back  down  to  Hell,  don’t  ever            
fucking   stop   by   to   say   hi.  
 
:BLAM:  
 
Hi!  Officer...  Howard,  is  it?  Yeah,  hi,  my  name  is  -  well,  you              
can't  pronounce  it.  So,  yeah,  this  is  going  to  be  kind  of             
awkward,  but  I  just  gotta  use  your  body  to  go  get  some             
more  of  your  prints  on  the  gun  you  just  used  to  shoot  the              
Crazy  Cocaine  Hooker  Killer  after  a  real  heroic  struggle.          
Gonna  be  an  open-and-shut  case,  Officer  Howard.  You'll         
be  a  big  hero,  and  just  let  me  tell  you  right  now,  I  had               
NOTHING   to   do   with   the   dead   hookers,   Okay?   Okay?  
 
Great.  So  let's  just  get  through  this,  Officer  Howard,  and           
then  maybe  we  can  go  to  a  bar  and  drink  some  of  it?              
Getting  boozed  up  isn't  so  bad,  even  if  there  aren't  any            
hookers...  oh,  hookers  are  okay?  Just  no  “fucked-up  nasty          



shit?”  No  problem!  We  can  totally  work  with  that.  For you ,            
I’ll  even  get  some  cash  out  of  the  dead  drop  and  we’ll  do              
everything   up   right.  
 
Maybe   I   can   get   this   vacation   back   on   track   after   all.  
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